Study: Application of Robotherapy in Alzheimer's
disease and other dementias
About AFEDAZ
The Association of Relatives of Alzheimer Patients
(AFEDAZ) is the largest reference for Alzheimer's Aragon,
being Aragón the most aging population in Spain with
more than 21% of the population over 65 years of age.
Alzheimer's disease affects today 1 in 3 people over 60
years.

About Unamiqo
UNAMIQO a company dedicated to the distribution of
psychorobots aimed at users with cognitive deficiencies.
www.unamiqo.com

These robots have fur and movements that closely
resemble real cats. These robotic cats react to the
touch emitting typical cat sounds (purrs and
meows) and moving different parts of the body
(ears,head, torso, legs). With their movements they
emulate the reaction of a cat when it is caressed. If
the user stops caressing him, the robotic cat will
meow for the user's attention, if the time elapsed is
too high, the cat will go to sleep.

The Sample
6 users (5 women, 1 man) with a high level of
cognitive impairment (GDS: 5-7) were selected.

What is Robotherapy?
Robotherapy is a non-pharmacological therapy that
consists on the use of robots as an element of play and
company, in people with advanced cognitive impairment.
The morphology of these robots can be varied but all
coincide that they are endowed with artificial intelligence
and multiple sensors that allow them to respond to
external stimuli and interact. The function of therapeutic
robots is to generate mental effects such as pleasure and
relaxation through physical interaction with people.
Therapeutic robots with animal morphology are
considered an alternative to assisted therapy with
animals, avoiding the complications derived from the
presence of animals in the centers and producing similar
effects.

Purpose and Scope of the Study
In 2018 AFEDAZ and UNAMIQO have joined their efforts
to carry out a study with the purpose of analyzing the
psychological, physiological, cognitive and social impact
of the use of psychorobots in users with advanced
cognitive impairment.

The robots
For this project 2 robots with cat morphology were used;

The sessions
The sessions took place during 6 weeks at the time
and place of the usual therapeutic activities in
rooms of about 15 people. The interaction sessions
with the robot were free and lasted approximately
20 minutes. These sessions have allowed to
measure the level of interaction and link of the
user with the psychorobot, as well as to assess
whether the psychorobot acts as a driver of the
user's interaction with their peers and staff.

Methodology:
The therapists were in charge of observing the
behaviors of the users and filling out some
questionnaires that collect questions about the
nature of the interaction with the cat, and the
emotional and functional impact on the observed
user.
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In addition, the sessions were recorded on video, which
allowed a post-session analysis of the facial expression
and emotions projected by the user in his interaction with
the psychorobot.

●

Those participants who suffer from high
levels of agitation have seen their
agitation
decreased
in
a
very
pronounced way, to minimum values in
the presence of the robot. All participants
experience
relaxation
during
the
sessions.

●

Most of the participants do not stop
petting the cat during the whole session,
the direct contact with the fur of the cat
comforts them as they have a sense of
companionship.

●

The cat has NOT caused adverse effects
in the participants.

Results:
●

Participants perceive the cat as real and so they
treat it.

●

The robotic cat has given a sense of purpose to the
participants who have assumed the role of providing
care to the cat, "my cat" "I will take care of you", the
realization of having a pet has aroused the feeling of
being accompanied which has resulted in a
decrease in the feeling of loneliness.

●

●

●

●

●

The robotic cat has been a social agent for all
participants, who have as such used the cat to
interact with staff and other residents.
For all users there has been a significant increase in
liveliness / activity and level of joy from levels 1-2
to levels 5.

Staff testimonial
"We’ve discovered a suitable activity that stimulates
users so they are able to keep attention and
occupation during a long time. In this way, the time

The robotic cat has been a source of greater
occupation, in relation to other therapeutic
activities (painting, puzzle, balls), since it has kept
them stimulated for a longer time.

of the occupational therapy staff can be distributed

Participants have experienced an increase in the
topic of conversation, which has resulted in an
improvement in speech.

them "hidden" emotions such as comfort, joy,

It has been observed that the cat causes a
"cognitive awakening" this means that after the
session with the cat, they are able to concentrate on
other activities (coloring, do a puzzle, manipulating
balls) that before the session with the cat, they
would not have had no motivation to do.

For more information

●

Those participants who accused erratic wandering
have seen their walking significantly diminished.

●

The participant who suffers from parkinson's and
can not move any limb, makes great efforts to reach
the cat and touch it. Her motor skills were
significantly stimulated.

●

An increase in interaction with the psychorobot was
observed as the sessions progressed, the
participants linked with the cat.

to the rest of the group's users.
Emotionally the robot has been able to awaken in
affection, empathy, socialization, among others ... "

For more information about the study:
www.unamiqo.com
www.afedaz.es

info@unamiqo.com
terapiacentrocai@afedaz.es
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